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Abstract: It is natural and efficient to use human natural language (NL) directly to instruct robot task executions without prior user knowledge of instruction patterns. Currently, NL-instructed robot execution (NLexe) is employed in various robotic scenarios, including manufacturing, daily assistance, and health caregiving. It is imperative to summarize the current NLexe systems and discuss future development trends to provide valuable insights for upcoming NLexe research. This review categorizes NLexe systems into four types based on the robot’s cognition level during task execution: NL-based execution control systems, NL-based execution training systems, NL-based interactive execution systems, and NL-based social execution systems. For each type of NLexe system, typical application scenarios with advantages, disadvantages, and open problems are introduced. Then, typical implementation methods and future research trends of NLexe systems are discussed to guide the future NLexe research.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Human-robot cooperation facilitated by natural language (NL) has garnered increasing attention in human-involved robotics research. In this process, a human communicates with a robot using either spoken or written instructions for task collaboration [1–4]. The use of natural language enables the integration of human intelligence in high-level task planning with the robot’s physical capabilities, such as force, precision, and speed [5], in low-level task executions, resulting in intuitive task performance [6,7].

In a typical NL-instructed robot execution process, a human gives spoken instructions to a robot to modify robot executions for improved performance. The sensors mounted on a robot capture human voice and translate it to written NL using speech recognition techniques. NL understanding is then executed to analyze user intention to perform human-expected tasks. A robot’s action is decided by multiple factors including current robot status, dialog instructions, user intention, and robot memory. Using NL generation and speech synthesis, a robot answers a user’s question and asks for help if needed. With speech recognition sensors and environmental sensors, human’s task understanding will be integrated into robot decision making with improved performance and reliability.

Human-instructed robot executions using tactile indications have many applications, such as identifying human-robot contact states (tactile states between robot and human body) based on contact location [8], measuring hand control forces for robust stable control of a passive system [9], visual indications, such as intention estimation by understanding human attention based on gestures or body pose [10–12] and human behavior understanding based on motion detection for transferring skills to humanoid robots [13–15]. In comparison, robot executions using spoken NL indications have several advantages.
First, NL makes the human-instructed robot executions natural. For the aforementioned traditional methods, it is necessary for the human involved in robot executions to undergo training in order to use specific actions and poses that facilitate comprehension [16–20]. While in NLexe, even non-expert users without prior training can cooperate with a robot by using natural language intuitively [21,22]. Second, NL describes execution requests accurately. Traditional methods that rely on actions and poses offer only limited patterns to approximate execution requests, primarily due to the information loss inherent in the simplification of actions and poses (e.g., the use of markers to simplify actions) [23–25]. While in NLexe, execution requests related to action, speed, tool and location are already defined in NL expressions [6,26,27]. With these expressions, execution requests for various task executions are described accurately. Third, NL transfers execution requests efficiently. The information-transferring method using actions/poses requires the design of various patterns for different execution requests [23–25]. While existing languages, such as English, Chinese and German, already have standard linguistic structures, which contain various expressions to serve as patterns [28,29]. NL-based methods do not need to design specific patterns for various execution requests, making human-instructed robot executions efficient. Lastly, since the instructions are delivered verbally, instead of physically involving a human, human hands are set free to perform more important executions, such as “grasp knife and cut lemon” [30,31]. NLexe has been widely researched in the realm of automation due to its numerous advantages. Its applications span across various areas, including task planning and handling unexpected events for daily assistances [31,32], voice communication and control of knowledge-sharing robots in medical caregiving area [33–36], NL assisted manufacturing automation with failure learning to minimize human workload [6,37], parametrized indoor/outdoor navigation planning with human commands [2,38,39], and human-like interaction for social accompany for children with emotion recognition [40–42]. These scenarios are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Typical areas utilizing NLexe systems include various applications. NL-based robotic daily assistance is exemplified by studies such as (1a) [8] and (1b) [1]. NL-based healthcare applications are demonstrated in works like (2a) [33] and (2b) [34]. NL-based intelligent manufacturing is represented by research such as (3a) [37] and (3b) [6]. NL-based indoor/outdoor navigation is explored in studies like (4a) [38] and (4b) [39]. NL-based companion systems are investigated in research such as (5a) [43] and (5b) [41].

1.2. Two Pushing Forces: Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Robot Executions

From a realization perspective, the recent advancements in NLexe have been facilitated by the progress made in natural language processing (NLP) and robotic execution technologies.

Different from NLP for text semantic analysis, NLP for robot executions needs to consider execution-specific situation conditions, such as human intentions, task progresses, environmental context, and robot working statuses. Understanding human NL in a robot
execution scenario is challenging for the following reasons. (1) Human NL requests are ambiguous that human desired objects, such as ‘cup’, are unclearly referred to in the expression ‘a cup of water’, without specific descriptions of object location and physical attributes [44]. (2) Human NL requests are abstract that high-level plans, such as ‘prepare coffee, then deliver the coffee to me’, are usually instructed without robot execution details, such as ‘hand pose, movement speed’ [45]. (3) Human NL requests are information-incomplete. Key information, such as ‘coffee type, cup placement location’, in the above example is missing [46]. (4) Human NL requests are real-world inconsistent that human instructed object ‘cup’ may be unavailable in a practical situation [47]. To solve these problems, natural language processing (NLP) techniques, which automatically analyze semantic meanings of human NL, such as speech and written text, are adopted. Supported by machine learning techniques in classification (use predefined classes to classify what type an object might be), clustering (identify similarities between objects in the scene) and feature extraction (select variables into features to represent the input and reduce set of features to be processed), NLP has been developed from simply syntax-driven processing, which builds syntax representations of sentence structures, to meaning-driven processing, which builds semantic networks for sentence meanings [48]. Improvements in NLP methods enable robots to understand human NL accurately, further enhancing the naturalness of its executions.

Recent developments in robot execution have evolved significantly over time. Initially, it began with low-cognition-level action research, wherein actions were designed and selected based on human instructions. This phase primarily focused on executing predefined tasks without much autonomy. Subsequently, research progressed to a middle-cognition-level interaction stage, which involved a basic understanding of human motions, activities, tasks, and safety concerns [49]. The most recent advancements have focused on high-cognition-level human-centered engagement research. In this stage, the robot’s performance considers human psychological and cognitive states, such as attention, motivation, and emotion, to enhance the effectiveness and naturalness of human-directed robot actions [50]. The increasing emphasis on human factors in robot execution has led to a closer integration between robots and human users, thereby improving the intuitiveness of robot operations.

For a robot to collaborate with human users, techniques like text generation, speech synthesis, and multi-domain sensor fusion were developed to enrich communication. Recent text generation techniques utilize sequence-to-sequence models like variational autoencoders (VAE) [51] and generative adversarial network (GAN) [52] to generate NL sentences which increases Human-robot Interaction (HRI) naturalness and facilitates users’ understanding. In NLexe scenarios like human asks robots for information, these methods need to combine with the robots’ specific tasks to generate text with pragmatic information from knowledge for human users to understand [53]. To achieve a fluent and intuitive human-robot interaction, robots need speech synthesis techniques that convert the generated text to sound that a human hears easily, especially for people with visual impairment [54]. The current trending method, WaveNet [55], uses a probabilistic and autoregressive deep neural network to generate raw audio waveforms. Moreover, Ref. [56] further reduced the network’s complexity to make it possible to synthesize voice in a low-performance device. For a typical NLexe task, a robot accepting NL instructions from its user usually has sensors like a camera and a distance sensor to assist in executing its task, which brings the multi-sensor fusion techniques. By combining the information from multiple sensors and instructions, the robot disposes of the information and decides the best solution in the current moment [57–59].

### 1.3. Systematic Overview of NLexe Research

Advancements of NLP, such as modeling semantic meanings for complex NL expressions [60,61], interpreting implicit NL expressions by extracting the logic like “I need food” from commands like “I am hungry” [62,63], and enriching abstract NL expressions by
associating them with extra commonsense knowledge [64,65], support an accurate task understanding in NLexe. Advancements of robot execution capabilities, such as replicating or representing the action of human [50,66], human intention inference and reaction based on reinforcement learning [67–69], and the ability to understand human’s implicit intention with the environment and external knowledge [70,71], support intuitive task execution in NLexe. A Common architecture for an NLexe system includes three key parts: instruction understanding, decision-making, and knowledge-world mapping. In instruction understanding, the user’s verbal instructions were acquired by sensors and processed by speech recognition and language understanding systems to perform a comprehensive semantic analysis. In the decision-making phase, various algorithms such as deep neural networks were used to collect and construct the task-related knowledge using information from the robot knowledge base or NL knowledge and supported robot decision-making in various manners. Through the process of knowledge-world mapping, information patterns were accurately contextualized within real-world scenarios, allowing for the resolution of incomplete knowledge gaps. This facilitated the successful execution of the NLexe process. With supporting techniques from both NLP and robot execution, NLexe has been developed from a low-cognition-level symbol matching control, such as using “yes” or “no”, to control robotic arms, to a high-cognition-level task understanding, such as identifying a plan from the description “go straight and turn left at the second cross”. Combining the advancements of both NLP and robot executions improves the effectiveness of both communication and execution in NLexe.

As a result of NLexe research, a substantial number of NLexe projects were launched, including the following. (1) “collaborative research: jointly learning language and affordances” from Cornell University, which interprets objects by natural-language-described affordances, such as ‘water: drinkable; cup: containable’, to help robot with its manipulation [72]; (2) “robots that learn to communicate with human through natural dialog” from University of Texas at Austin, which enables robots to directly learn task executions from NL instructions with a user-friendly manner [73]; (3) “collaborative research: modeling and verification of language-based interaction” from MIT, which uses NL to interpret human interactions and understand human perspective in physical world for finally integrating humans and robots [74]; (4) “language grounding in robotics” in University of Washington, which maps theoretical knowledge, such as object-related descriptions, to practical sensor values, such as sensor-captured object attributes [75]; (5) “semantic systems” from Lund University, which uses NL to describe industrial assembly processes [76]. NLexe research is frequently disseminated through prestigious international journals, including International Journal of Robotics Research (IJRR), IEEE Transactions on Robotics (IEEE TRO), The Journal of Artificial Intelligence (AIJ) and IEEE Transactions on Human-machine Systems (IEEE THMS), and international conferences, like International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS) and AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI). By using the following keywords, NLP, human, robot, execution, speech, dialog, and natural language, human-robot interaction, HRI, social robotics, about 4410 papers were retrieved from Google Scholar. Then with a focus on NL-instructed robot executions, about 1390 papers were finally kept for plotting the publication trend, shown in Figure 2. The steadily increasing publication numbers demonstrate the increasing significance of NLexe research.
2. Scope of This Review

Compared with the existing review papers about human-instructed robot executions using communication means of gesture and pose [77], action and motion [78], and tactile [79], a comprehensive review of NLexe, which employs natural language for command delivery and execution planning, is currently lacking in the literature. Considering the significant potential and growing interest in NLexe, it is imperative to provide a summary of the state-of-the-art systems in this domain. Such a review would highlight the current research advancements and guide future research directions in NLexe. NLexe is a process of interactive information sharing and execution between humans and robots [7]. In this paper, the focus is on robotic execution systems with natural language facilitation. This review systematically presents the implementations of NLexe, encompassing topics such as motivations, typical systems, realization methods, and emerging trends, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 2. The annual amount of NLexe-related publications since the year 2000. In the past 23 years, the number of NLexe publications has steadily increased and reached a historical high.

Figure 3. Organization of this review paper. This review systematically introduces NLexe implementations, encompassing topics such as motivations, typical systems, realization methods, and emerging trends. The NLexe systems are comprehensively categorized into four groups: NL-based execution control systems, NL-based execution training systems, NL-based interactive execution systems, and NL-based social execution systems. Within each category, typical application scenarios, knowledge manners, knowledge formats, as well as their respective advantages and disadvantages, are summarized.
NL is used as a communication means to realize interactive information sharing, which further facilitates interactive task executions between robots and humans. NL instructions during task executions could deliver information, including human intentions, task execution methods, environmental conditions, and social norms which are embedded in human oral speech. By extracting different contents from human NL instructions in different manners, different NLexe systems are designed for supporting human-guided robot task executions in various scenarios. To perform a simple task in the lab environment, a robot only needs a low-level cognition to execute the control commands given by its human users. In this situation, robots do not involve decision-making because it is unnecessary, which represents an NL-based execution control system. As the environment and user become different, robots need to understand the different situations and human preferences, so they can make use of a middle-level cognition to learn new execution knowledge to adapt its logic, which represents an NL-based training system. Because the execution process is not always the same in real-life production scenarios, human users may actively take charge of the execution procedure or change their minds to execute other tasks. Also, robots may produce errors and need help from human users, so the ability to describe the current situation is required. Thus, robots need a higher cognition level, so human users communicate with robots updating plans or progress, which represents an NL-based interactive execution system. When robots are used by ordinary people in daily life, communicating via NL in the execution process becomes essential. The robots thereby need to understand commonsense as humans since ordinary people do not have expertise in robotics and may get confused when the abnormal behavior of a robot occurs. Robots then need a remarkably high cognition level to understand what an ambiguous user instruction implies and figure out the optimal plan to execute or change its behavior pattern, which represents an NL-based social execution system.

Based on the level of robotic cognition during execution, NLexe-based robotic systems can be classified into four primary categories. (1) NL-based execution control systems. In these systems, NL is used to convey human commands to robots for remote control. The robots receive only NL-format control symbols, such as “start”, “stop”, and “speed up”, without comprehensive instruction understanding. Consequently, robots operate with a low cognition level, lacking execution planning. The human-robot role relation is “leader-follower”, where humans assume all cognitive burdens in task planning, while robots undertake all physical burdens during task execution. (2) NL-based robot execution training systems. In these systems, NL transfers human execution experiences to robots for knowledge accumulation, a process termed robot training. Robots must consider environmental conditions and human preferences to adjust execution plans, including action and position adjustments, thus exhibiting a middle cognition level. The human-robot role relation remains “leader-follower”, with humans handling the major cognitive burdens, such as defining sub-goals and execution procedures, while robots follow human instructions and assume minor cognitive burdens. (3) NL-based interactive execution systems. In these systems, NL is used to instruct and correct robot executions in real-world situations. Robots operate with a high cognition level, as they can infer human intentions and assess task execution progress. The human-robot role relation is “cooperator-cooperator”, with both robots and humans sharing major cognitive burdens. (4) NL-based social execution systems. In these systems, NL facilitates verbal interaction between humans and robots to achieve social purposes, such as storytelling. Robots require the highest cognition level to understand social norms and task execution methods. The human-robot role relation is “cooperator-cooperator”. Table 1 allows clear comparisons between four types of NLexe systems’ cognition levels and execution manners, and shows human and robot involvements for the four types, respectively.
3. NL-Based Execution Control Systems

To alleviate the physical demands on humans and allow their hands to be free for other tasks, NL was initially employed to replace physical control mechanisms such as joysticks and remote controllers, which traditionally necessitated manual operation [31]. NL-based execution control is a single-direction NLexe in which a human mainly gives NL control commands on task executions, and a robot follows the control commands to execute the plan. In NLexe control systems, only speech recognition and direct language pattern mapping are needed without high-level semantic understanding. A robot receives simple user instructions and directly maps into the actions for task execution. These simple instructions include the following. (1) Simplest instructions, with which a user gives are symbolic words identified by a robot without semantic understanding using predefined instruction-action mapping. (2) Phrases (word groups) or short sentences are complicated as the user gives a semantic correlation to describe a task. (3) Logic structure mapping, with which a user indicates an object with details like “color or shape of that object” and execution steps of a task to guide robot executions. During the controlling process, NL functioned as an information-delivering medium, conveying the robot’s actions as desired by the human operator, as illustrated in Figure 4. The human user primarily made decisions during this process, while the robot was directed by recognizing and executing commands expressed through NL.
3.1. Typical NLexe Systems

According to NL command formats, systems for execution control based on NL can be primarily classified into four distinct categories.

3.1.1. NL-Based Execution Control Systems Using Concise Phrases

To realize simple NLexe, NL-based execution control systems based on short commands or keywords, uttered by users to adjust robot executions, were designed. In this system, speech recognition and word-to-action mapping are required, which brings the difficulties of accurate recognition of words and predefinition of commands. These systems are designed for concise execution with simple and straightforward words or phrases instruction. Typical tasks include asking the robot to accelerate by using the word “faster” and confirming your command by saying “yes”. The NL-based execution control for planning execution procedures involved a word-to-action mapping process. This process was discrete, with the associations between words and actions predefined in the robot’s database. In this framework, human operators were limited to providing the robot with symbolic and simple NL commands. The robot was required to accurately recognize the symbolic words in human speech and subsequently associate these words with the predefined actions or sequences of actions.

Typical symbol words involved in NLexe systems include action types, such as “bring, come, go, send, take” [83], motion types, such as “rotate, slower, accelerate, initialize” [84,85], spatial directions, such as “left, right, forward, backward” [86,87], confirmation and denial commands, such as “yes, no” [88], and objects, such as “cup, mug” [89].

Typical NLexe systems using symbolic word control include the following. (1) Robot motion behavior control by verbally describing motor skills, such as “find object, track object, give object, move, set velocity”, for daily object delivery [90]. (2) Robotic gripper pose control by verbally describing action types, such as “open or close the grip”, for teleoperation in manufacturing [91,92]. (3) Mobile robot navigation behavior control by using location destination, such as “kitchen, there”, to plan robot routine [88,93]. NL-based execution control was employed to specify detailed action-related parameters, including action direction, movement amplitude, motion speed, force intensity, and hand pose status. This NL-based execution control for action specification involved a word-to-value mapping process, which was continuous, with value ranges predefined in the robot database. During the development of NL-based execution control, two mainstream mapping rules were established: fuzzy mapping, use terms, such as “move slowly, move far” [94], and strict mapping, such as “rotate 180 degrees, go to the laser printer” [95].
3.1.2. NL-Based Execution Control Systems Using Semantic Correlations

To perform relatively complex NLexe, NL-based execution control systems using semantic correlations between verbal instructions defining a series of robot actions, were designed. In such systems, speech recognition and linguistic structure analysis are required, which brings the difficulties of correctly recognizing the relationship between words. This system is designed for execution with an understanding of action-property-object-location relations. Typical tasks include giving a simple description of an object like “white cube”, where robots distinguish the white cube from all cubes. To enhance the robustness of NL-based execution control in human-guided task execution, semantic correlations among control symbols were investigated through an analysis of the linguistic structures of NL commands. The control symbols encompass various types of actions, hand poses, and objects.

Typical semantic correlations used for robot execution control include action-object relations, such as “put-straw”, object-location relations, such as “straw-cup” [89], object-property relations, such as “apple-red, apple-round” [96], action-action relations, such as “open–move” [97], and spatial-spatial relations, such as “hole constraint-shaft constraint” [81].

Typical NLexe systems using semantic correlation control include the following. (1) flexible object grasping and delivery by using action-object-location relations, such as “put book on desk” [98]. By introducing semantic correlations into object-related executions, human daily commonsense about object usage was initially introduced into NL-supported systems. (2) Accurate object recognition by using correlations, such as “move the black block” [96]. Semantic correlations reveal existing associations between object properties. (3) General task execution procedures, such as “open gripper—move to gripper”, were defined to plan assembly procedures for industrial robotic systems [81]. (4) Flexible indoor navigation by using general motion planning patterns, such as “go-to location” [2], improving robots’ adaptability towards instruction varieties.

3.1.3. NL-Based Execution Control Systems Using Execution Logic

To flexibly adjust execution plans, NL-based execution control systems using execution logic were designed, in which hierarchical logic is verbally specified to define execution preconditions and procedures. In this system, speech recognition and logic level NL understanding are required, which brings the difficulty of accurately understanding the coordination of consecutive instructions. This system is designed for tasks with an ordered execution or a conditional execution. Typical tasks include instructing with logic words like “turn left, then go forward”, where robots figure the order and turn left to go straight. Despite the improvements in flexibility brought about by the integration of semantic correlation in NL execution mapping, control performance in dynamic situations remains limited due to the neglect of control logic within these semantic correlations. This oversight renders robots unable to adapt to environmental changes and hampers their ability to intuitively reason about execution plans. For instance, the NL instruction “fill the cup with water, deliver it to the user” inherently includes the logical sequence: “search for the cup, then use the water pot to fill the cup, and finally deliver the cup”. Ignoring this logic during the control process can lead to incorrect executions, such as “use the water pot to fill the cup, then search for the cup”, or can restrict proper executions, such as “deliver the cup, then use the water pot to fill the cup”, in dynamic environments. This results in the incorrect removal or addition of execution steps. To address this issue, the study explores logic correlations—encompassing temporal logic, spatial logic, and ontological logic—among controlling symbols to enhance the adaptability of NL-based execution control methods.

Typical NLexe systems that employ NL-described logic relations include the following: (1) Using NL commands, such as “if you enter a room, ask the light to turn on and then release the gripper”, to modify the robot trajectory in different situations with self-reflection on task executability [99–101]. (2) Designing robot manipulation posts based on fuzzy action type and speed requirements, exemplified by commands like “move up, then move
3.1.4. NL-Based Execution Control Systems Using Environmental Conditions

To realize human-robot executions with consideration of the surrounding environment, NL-based execution control systems using environmental conditions were designed, allowing users to give verbal notifications to the robot, describing the environmental conditions to consider in a situation-aware control context. In such systems, speech recognition, logic level NL understanding, and knowledge-world mapping are required, which brings the difficulty of correctly mapping descriptions in instruction to environmental conditions. This system is designed for tasks that real-world conditions are included in NL instructions. Typical tasks include asking a robot to identify environmental information like “box under the table”, where robots locate the table to understand which box the user is referring to. In addition to the logical relationships among control commands, it is imperative to consider environmental conditions for the practical execution of NL-based execution control in real-world scenarios. Achieving an intuitive NLexe requires a balance between human commands, robot knowledge, and environmental conditions.

Typical environment conditions verbally described for control include the following: (1) human preferences on object placement location, obstacle avoiding distances, and furniture set up manners [84,104]; (2) human safety-related context, such as arms’ reachable space and joint limit constraints [97]; (3) environmental conditions, such as ‘door is closed, don’t go to the lounge’ [19]; (4) object properties, such as “mug’s usage is similar to cup, mug’s weight and mug’s cylinder shape” [89]; (5) robot working statuses, such as “during movement (ongoing status), movement is reached (converged status)” [105].

Typical NLexe systems using practical environmental conditions include the following. (1) By using NL-described safety factors, such as “open hand before reaching, avoid collision”, a robotic arm was controlled for grasping with considerations of both robot capabilities, such as “open griper, move gripper”, and runtime disturbances, such as “encountering a handle, distance with an obstacle is reduced” [84,97]. (2) Outdoor navigation robot planned path by considering the location and building matchings, such as “navigate to the building behind the people” [39]. (3) Food serving robots served customers with consideration of user locations [106], and path conditions [89]. In these systems, real-world conditions were embedded in NL commands to improve robot control accuracy.

3.2. Open Problems

In the context of NL-based robot control, human-robot interaction was facilitated through verbal communication. The control commands in natural language were issued either individually or in a hybrid manner, wherein the NL commands were integrated with visual and haptic cues. A human was the only information source, guiding the whole control process. A robot was designed to simply map the human NL commands to the knowledge structure in robot databases, or to the real-world conditions perceived by the robot’s sensors. With physical and mental work assignments for robots and humans, current efforts in NL-based execution control focus on improving control accuracy, decreasing human users’ cognition burdens, and increasing robots’ cognition burdens. However, some open problems are still existing. (1) The cognition burdens of humans in NL-based execution control were at a high level and the robot cognitions were at a low level. A human user was required to lead the execution and a robot was required to follow human instructions without understanding the task executions. The big cognition-level difference between a human and a robot restrained the intuitiveness and naturalness of NLexe with NL-based execution control systems. (2) Low robot cognition level endows robots with limited reasoning capability, restraining NLexe systems’ autonomous level. (3) The robot knowledge scale was small, limiting a robot’s capabilities in dealing with unfamiliar or dynamic situations where user varieties, task complexities, and real-world uncertainties
were involved in disturbing the performances of NL-based execution control systems. Detailed comparisons among NL-based execution control systems are shown in Table 2 to present four types of systems and their corresponding instruction manner, instruction format, application, pros, and cons.

Table 2. Summary of NL-based execution control systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concise Phrases</th>
<th>Semantic Correlations</th>
<th>Execution Logic</th>
<th>Environmental Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Manner</td>
<td>predefined</td>
<td>predefined</td>
<td>predefined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Format</td>
<td>symbolic words</td>
<td>linguistic structure</td>
<td>control logic formulas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>object grasping, trajectory planning, navigation</td>
<td>object grasping, navigation</td>
<td>sequential task planning, hand-pose selection, assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>concise, accurate</td>
<td>flexible</td>
<td>flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantages</td>
<td>limited adaptability</td>
<td>limited adaptability</td>
<td>ignore real conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>[83,85,86,90,92]</td>
<td>[81,89,96–98]</td>
<td>[99–103]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. NL-Based Execution Training Systems

To scale up robot knowledge for executing multiple tasks under various working environments, NL was used to train a robot. During the training, knowledge about task execution methods was transferred from a robot or a human expert to targeted robots. An NL-based execution training system uses human knowledge in the form of NL to train an inexperienced robot for task understanding and planning. In NLexe training systems, with the support of speech recognition technologies, robots have the capability of initial language understanding based on interpreting multiple sentences. User instructions include simple words like the name and property of an object and the action of robot motion and grasping. Human users give verbal descriptions, and robots extract information and task steps as well as their meaning according to the way instructions are interpreted. A robot also proactively asks its human users questions for object or action disambiguation, bringing the instruction complexity to a higher level since the robots need both language understanding and generation during training. Typical NL-based execution training systems are shown in Figure 5. Human commonsense knowledge was organized into executable task plans for robots with consideration of the robot’s physical capabilities, such as force, strength, physical structure, and speed, human preferences, such as motion and emotion, and real-world conditions, such as object availability, object distributions, and object locations. With the executable knowledge, a robot’s capabilities in task understanding, environment interpretation, and human-request reasoning were improved. Different from NL-based execution control, where robots were not involved in advanced reasoning, in NL-based execution training, robots were required to reason about human requirements during human-guided executions.
Figure 5. Typical NL-based execution training systems. (a) Training using human instructions. By describing the physical properties of the objects, the robot-related knowledge was transferred from a human to a robot, enabling the robot to recognize objects in the future [107]. (b) Training using human demonstrations. With a human’s physical demonstrations of actions, a robot learns to perform an action by imitating the motion patterns, such as trajectory, action sequence, and motion speed [108]. (c) Training using proactive robot querying. A robot proactively detected its missing knowledge and proactively asked human users for knowledge support [109]. (d) Training using human feedback. During the execution process, a human proactively interfered with the execution and gave timely feedback to improve a robot’s performance [110].

4.1. Typical NLexe Systems

According to the knowledge learning manners, NL-based execution training systems are mainly categorized into four types.

4.1.1. NL-Based Execution Training Systems Using Verbal Instructions

To teach a robot with high-level execution plans, execution training systems that only use verbal instructions were designed. In this way, robots learn from these instructions without any physical participation or help from their users. In this type of system, speech recognition, NL understanding, learning, and reasoning mechanisms are required, which brings the difficulty of transforming high-level human instructions to real-world implementation. They are designed for training robots on how to execute certain tasks using command sequences. Typical tasks include training robots with action combinations like “lift, then move to location”, where robots learn this plan and execute it in the future. During the high-level knowledge grounding, human cognition processes on task planning and performance were modeled. The advantage of the training using human NL instructions is that a robot’s reasoning mechanisms during NLexe are initially developed; the disadvantage is that the execution methods directly learned from the human NL instructions are still abstract in that the sensor-value-level specifications for the NL commands are lacking, limiting the knowledge implementations in real-world situations.

Given that human verbal instructions can deliver basic information about task execution methods, NL-based execution training initially started with defining simple commonsense by using human NL instructions, enabling a robot with initial reasoning capability.
during execution [111]. Typical NLexe execution training systems using human NL instructions include (1) daily assistive robots with NL-trained object identities, such as “cup, mug, apple, laptop” [102,112]; (2) robots with NL-trained object physical attributes, such as “color, shape, weight” [107,113,114]; (3) robotic grippers with NL-trained actions, such as “grasp, move, lift” [115,116].

Instead of modeling correlations among task execution procedures, the knowledge involved in the low-level reasoning was merely piecemeal with only separate knowledge entities, such as “cup, cup color, grasp action”. Piecemeal knowledge enables robots with a shallow understanding of motivations and logic in task executions. As information and automation techniques improved, the low-level reasoning method was then evolved into a high-level reasoning method, in which complex NL expressions were grounded into hierarchical knowledge structures for motivation and logical understanding. With hierarchical knowledge, NLexe systems were enabled to learn complex task executions. Typical NLexe systems include the following. (1) Industrial robot grippers with NL-trained object grasping methods, such as “raise, then move-closer” [117]. (2) Executing tasks in unfamiliar situations with NL-trained spatial and temporal correlations, such as “landmark—trajectory—object, computer—on—table, mouse—leftOf—computer” [118–121]. (3) Daily assistive robots with NL-trained object delivery methods, such as “moved forward → moved right → moved forward” [122,123].

4.1.2. NL-Based Execution Training Systems Using Physical Demonstration

To teach a robot with environment-specific execution details during NLexe, execution training systems using physical demonstration were designed to align NL instructions with real-world conditions, in which robots passively learn from their human users while human users need to participate physically. In this system, speech recognition, NL understanding, and sensor value association are required, which brings the difficulty of interpreting sensor data with abstract knowledge from a human. This system is designed for learning task execution methods and extending existing knowledge in real-world scenarios. Typical tasks include training robots with both human action and language instruction like pointing at an object in the room and telling the robot “that is a book”, so robots learn the relation between the object and “book”. With training in a physical demonstration manner, theoretical knowledge, such as “actions, action sequences, and object weight, object shape, and object color”, was associated with sensor values. This theory-practice association enabled a straightforward, sensor-data-based interpretation of the abstract task-related knowledge, improving robot execution capability by practically implementing the learned knowledge.

A general demonstration process was that a human physically performs a task and meanwhile verbally explains the execution intuitions for a robot. The robot was expected to associate the NL-extracted knowledge with sensor data to specify the task executions. Human demonstration enables a robot with a practical understanding of real-world task executions. Compared with robot training using instructions, robot training using demonstrations specified the abstract theoretical knowledge with the real-world conditions, making the learned knowledge executable [124]. However, a robot’s reasoning capability was not largely improved since demonstration-based training was actually a sensor-data-level imitation of human behaviors. And it ignored the “unobservable human behaviors”, such as a human’s subjective interpretation of real-world conditions, a human’s philosophy in execution, and a human cognitive process in decision-making.

Typical NL-based execution training systems using human demonstration include the following. (1) Learning object-manipulation methods by associating human NL expressions with sensor data, such as “touching force values, object color, object shape, object size, and visual trajectories” [117,125,126]. (2) Learning human-like gestures by associating NL speech, such as “bathroom is there”, with real-time human kinematic model and speeds [108,127]. (3) Learning object functional usages, such as “cup-like objects”, by simultaneously considering human voice behaviors, such as “take this”, motion behaviors, such as “coordinates of robot arms”, and environmental conditions, such as “human
locations” [122]. (4) Learning abstract interpretations of environmental conditions by combining high-level human NL explanations, such as “the kitchen is down the hall”, with the corresponding sensor data patterns, such as “robot speed, robot direction, robot location” [20,127]. (5) Adapting new situations by replacing NL-instructed knowledge, such as “vacuum cleaner”, with real-world-available knowledge, such as “rag” [6,33,128]. (6) Robot arms learned new actions by interpreting NL instructions, such as “move the green box on the left to the top of the green block on the right”, by using visual perceptions which are perceived by cameras [129,130].

4.1.3. NL-Based Execution Training Systems Using Human Feedbacks

To teach a robot to consider human preferences during NLexe, execution training systems using human feedback were designed, in which robots proactively learn from a human according to knowledge needs in specific task execution scenarios and a human decides what knowledge to learn. In this system, speech recognition, NL understanding, and real-time behavior correction are required, which brings the difficulty of proactively understanding human feedback and combining them with the current execution situation. This system is designed to change or improving the current behavior pattern using real-time human NL instructions. Typical tasks include correcting the robot’s wrong behavior with an instruction like “stop, and do something else”, where robots terminate the current wrong action and perform other tasks. This system has an aim of using human NL feedback to directly tell the robot “the unobservable human behaviors”. With human NL feedback, robot behaviors in human-guided execution were logically modified by adding and removing some operation steps [69,109,110] or subjectively emphasizing on executions [131–133]. Compared with training using human demonstrations, training using human feedback proactively and explicitly indicates a robot with operation logic and decision-making mechanisms that its human users desire. A better robot understanding is enabled by enriching existing robot decision-making models with execution methods, such as execution logics and execution conditions, and execution details, such as potential action and tool usages, supporting better robot understanding of the human cognitive process in task execution. Based on both human cognition, understanding, and environment perception, a robot’s surrounding environments in NLexe were interpreted as a human-centered situation. In this human-centered situation, task execution was interpreted from a human perspective, improving a robot’s reasoning capability in cooperating with a human. However, feedback-based learning requires frequent human involvement, imposing a heavy cognitive burden on a human. Moreover, the knowledge learned from human feedback was given by a human without considering the robot’s actual knowledge needs, limiting the robot’s adaptation to new environments where its knowledge shortage was waiting to be compensated for successful NLexe.

Typical execution training systems using human feedback include the following. (1) Object arrangement robots with consideration of human-desired object clusters, such as “yellow objects, rectangle objects” [110]. (2) Real-time robot behavior correction with real-time human NL feedback on hand pose and object selections [69]. (3) Self-improved robots with human-guided failure learning during industrial assembly [109]. (4) Human-sentiment-considered robot executions with subjective NL rewards and punishments, such as “joy, anger” [132]. (5) Human NL feedback, such as “yes, I think so, Okay, let’s do that”, was used to confirm the robot’s understanding, such as “We should send UAV to the upper region”, to achieve a consistent understanding between humans and robots [134].

4.1.4. NL-Based Execution Training Systems Using Proactive Querying

To solve new-situation adaptation problems for further improving a robot’s reasoning ability, execution training systems using proactive querying were designed, in which robots proactively learn from a human according to knowledge needs in specific task execution scenarios and robots decide what knowledge to learn. In this system, speech recognition, NL understanding, and generation are required, which brings the difficulty of being aware
of the current situation and generating a concise description of the knowledge a robot needs to learn. This system is designed for actively acquiring knowledge in uncertain conditions or physical help from a human. Typical tasks include a robot asking for the user’s confirmation if the instruction is ambiguous and then performing a task with consent. In the querying process, a robot used NL to proactively query its human users about its missing knowledge related to human-intention disambiguation, environment interpretations, and knowledge-to-world mapping. After the training, a robot was endowed with more targeted knowledge to adapt to previously-encountered situations, thereby improving a robot’s environmental adaptability. With a proactive querying manner, robots were endowed with an advanced self-improving capability during human-guided task execution. Supported by a never-ending learning mechanism, robot performances in NLexe were improved in the long term by continuous knowledge acquiring and refining [70].

For developing NL-based execution training systems using proactive querying, a challenging research problem is robot NL generation, which uses NL to generate questions to appropriately express a robot’s knowledge needs to a human. Robot NL generation is challenging for the following reasons. (1) Human decision-making in human-guided execution is uncertain due to limited robot observations on the human cognitive process [135]. It is difficult for a robot to accurately infer a human’s execution intentions [136]. (2) Self-evaluation mechanism for reasoning about a robot’s knowledge proficiency is missing. It is difficult for a robot to reason about its missing knowledge by itself [137]. (3) NL questions for expressing the robot’s task failures and knowledge needs are hard to organize in a concise and accurate way [138]. To address these problems, several solutions were proposed. (1) Use environmental context to reduce uncertainties in human execution request understanding, improving recognition accuracy of human intentions during human-instructed robot executions [71]. (2) Hierarchical knowledge structure representations were used for detecting missing knowledge in execution [6]. (3) Concise NL questions were generated by involving both human execution request understanding and missing knowledge filling [139].

Typical NL-based execution training systems using proactive robot querying include the following. (1) Ask for cognitive decisions on trajectory, action, and pose selections in tasks, such as “human-robot jointly carrying a bulky bumper” [140]. (2) Ask for knowledge disambiguation of human commands, such as confirming the human-attended object “the blue cup” [141,142]. (3) Ask for human physical assistance to deliver a missing object or to execute robot-incapable actions, such as “deliver a table leg for a robot” [109,139]. (4) Ask for additional information, such as “the object is yellow and rectangle”, from a human to help with robot perception [46,110].

4.2. Open Problems

During the development of training methods starting from instruction training to querying training, the human cognition burden was gradually decreased, and the robot cognition level was gradually improved. Robot training using the above-mentioned methods is suffering the shortcomings of the robot knowledge scalability and adaptability. The knowledge scalability problem, which is caused by limited knowledge sources and limited knowledge learning methods, has been solved to some degree, improving a robot’s execution intuitiveness and naturalness. However, some open problems for current NL-based execution training systems are still existing. (1) Learning from a human is time-consuming and labor-intensive. It is challenging to largely scale up robot knowledge in an economical manner. (2) Human knowledge is not always reliable, or at least different types of human knowledge have different degrees of reliabilities. It is really challenging for a robot to assess knowledge reliability and use knowledge differently in manners, such as different knowledge types, different knowledge amounts, and different knowledge implementation scenarios. Detailed comparisons among NL-based execution training systems including verbal instruction, demonstration, human feedback, and proactive query, and their instruction methods, roles, applications, and advantages are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Summary of NL-based execution training systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manner</th>
<th>Verbal Instruction</th>
<th>Demonstration</th>
<th>Human Feedback</th>
<th>Proactive Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot Role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| References   | [107,111–114,143]  | [108,117,125,126,128] | [69,110,132,144] | [135,139–142]  |

5. NL-Based Interactive Execution Systems

To fully cooperate with robots in both interactive information sharing and interactive physical executions, instead of mainly information sharing (NL-based execution training systems) or physical execution (NL-based execution control systems), NL-based interactive execution systems were developed. An NL-based interactive execution system used NL in the stage of task execution and combined NL instructions and other sensor information to understand the optimal approach to complete a task. In NLexe interactive execution systems, speech recognition, natural language understanding, and dialog management are needed for establishing effective communication between a human and a robot. NL generation and speech synthesis are used to have a conversation with users. The instruction format is complex and based on interactive descriptions, which contain logic correspondence and the use of pronouns to refer to a previous element already mentioned in the conversation/dialog. Simple instructions are provided by robots to remind a user to help the execution process in robot-centered interactive execution systems. Instructions with multiple sentences about the execution target, logic, and environment are provided by users while guiding a robot. Different from NL-based execution training systems, in which human NL was helping a robot with its task understanding, in NL-based execution systems, human NL was helping a robot with its task executions, in which the understanding of execution requests, working statuses of both robots and humans and the task progress is focused for physically integrating both robots and humans. In NL-based training, a robot created a structure-completed and execution-specified knowledge representation. But in NL-based task executions, including understanding the task, the robot was also required to understand the surrounding environments, predict human intentions, and make optimal decisions satisfying the constraints from the environment, task executions, robot capabilities, and human requirements. Typical interactive execution systems using NL-based task execution are shown in Figure 6. Given that the reasoning was strictly requested in NL-based task execution, robot cognition levels in NL-based task execution were higher than that in NL-based execution training.
Figure 6. Typical NL-based interactive execution systems. (a) A human-centered execution system. A human was performing tasks, such as “assemble a toy”. A robot was standing by and meanwhile prepared to provide help, ensuring the success and smoothness of the human’s task executions. A robot was expected to infer the human’s ongoing activities, detect human needs timely and proactively provide the appropriate help, such as “a toy part” [145]. (b) Robot-centered execution system. A robot was autonomously performing a task. A human was standing by to monitor the robot executions. If abnormal executions or execution failures occurred, the human-provided timely verbal corrections, such as “stop, grasp the top” or physical assistance, such as “delivering the robot-needed object” [146].

5.1. Typical NLexe Systems

With respect to who is leading the execution, NL-based interactive execution systems are categorized into human-centered task execution systems and robot-centered task execution systems.

5.1.1. Human-Centered Task Execution Systems

To integrate human mental intelligence and robot physical executions, human-centered task execution systems were designed, in which a human mentally leads the task executions, and a robot mainly provides appropriate physical assistance for facilitating human executions. In this system, speech recognition, NL understanding, and multi-sensor fusion are required, which brings the difficulty of closely monitoring human task processes by combining both NL and multi-sensor data to provide help when needed. This system is mainly designed to provide appropriate physical help to human users when asked. Typical tasks include assembling a device and asking for help like “give me a wrench” or “what is the next step” where robots provide assistance accordingly. NL expressions in task execution deliver information, such as explanations of a human’s execution requests, descriptions of a human’s execution plan, and indications of a human’s urgent needs. With this information, a robot provides appropriate assistance timely. Correspondingly, a robot took on only physical responsibilities, such as “grasping and transferring the fragile objects” [147,148]. Both the human and the robot performed independent sub-tasks by sharing the same high-level task goal. The robot received fewer instructions for its tasks and meanwhile was expected to monitor the human’s task processes so that the robot provided appropriate assistance when the human needs it. This execution proposed a relatively high standard towards the robot cognition on providing appropriate assistance at the right location and time. Overall, in the human-centered NL-based task execution, a human was leading the execution at the cognition level, and a robot provided the appropriate assistance for saving the human’s time and energy, thereby enhancing the human’s physical capability.

Typical NLexe systems with a human-centered task execution manner include the following. (1) Performing tasks, such as “table assembly”, during which the human-made task goals (assembly of a specific part) and plans (action steps, pose and tool usages), and partially executes tasks (assemble the parts together), and the robot provides human-desired
assistances (tool delivery, part delivery, part holding) which were required verbally by a human user [149,150]. During the executions, the human took both cognitive and physical responsibilities, and the robot took partial physical responsibilities. (2) Comprehensive human-centered execution was developed so that a human user was only burdened with cognitive responsibilities, such as “explaining the navigation routine” [151,152], “describing the needed objects, location and pose” [153,154], and “guiding the fine and rough processing” [6,155].

5.1.2. Robot-Centered Task Execution Systems

To further improve execution intuitiveness and decrease a human’s mental and physical burdens, robot-centered task execution systems were developed, in which a robot mentally leads the task executions, and the human mainly provides physical assistance for facilitating robot executions. In this system, speech recognition, NL understanding and generation, and multi-sensor fusion are required, which brings the difficulty of understanding the whole execution process and having the current situation considered to ask for human assistance when needed. This system is mainly designed for acquiring human help when robots are incapable of some type of task process. Typical tasks include robots moving heavy objects and asking human users for help with NL sentences/utterances like “not enough room to pass”. Different from human-centered NLexe systems in which a human mainly took the cognitive and physical burdens while a robot gave human-needed assistances to facilitate human execution, in robot-centered systems, a robot mainly took the cognitive and physical burdens, while a human gives robot-needed assistances physically to facilitate the robot executions. NL expressions in the robot-centered systems were used for a robot to ask for assistance from a human. Compared with robots in human-centered NLexe systems, where a robot was required to comprehensively understand human behaviors, robots in robot-centered applications were required to comprehensively understand the limitations on robot knowledge, real-world conditions, and both humans’ and robots’ physical capabilities. The advantage was that the human was less involved and their hands and mind were partially set free.

Typical robot-centered NLexe systems include the following. (1) A Robot led the industrial assembly, in which a human enhanced a robot’s physical capability by providing a robot with physical assistance, such as grasping [156] and fetching [157] (2) A robot executed tasks, such as object moving and elderly navigation in unstructured outdoor environments, in which a human analyzed and conquered the environment limitations, such as objects and space availability [158–160]. (3) By considering both human NL instructions, such as “go up, ascend, come back towards the tables and chairs”, and indoor environment conditions, such as “door is open that path is available, a large circular pillar is in front that it is an obstacle”, Micro-air vehicle (MAV) intuitively planed the path in an uncertain indoor environment with assistances of human NL instructions [161].

5.2. Open Problems

NL-based robot execution enables a robot to practically implement its knowledge in complex execution situations. A robot becomes situation-aware that robots’ capability limits, human capability limits, and environmental conditions’ constraints are analyzed by a robot to facilitate the execution with a human. However, limited by current techniques in both robotics and artificial intelligence, some open problems in NLexe still exist. (1) Robot cognitive levels are still low and human involvements are still intensive, bringing heavy cognitive burdens for a human [146]. (2) For a robot, it is difficult to understand human NL requests. This is because human NL expressions are abstract and implicit [162]. It is difficult to interpret high-level abstract human execution requests, such as “bring me a cup of water” into low-level robot-executable plans, such as “bring action: grasp; speed: 0.1 m/s; . . . .”. It is also challenging to understand indicated meanings, such as “water type: iced water; placement location: table surface (x, y, z); . . . ”, from implicit NL expressions, such as “bring me a cup of water” [44]. (3) Human intentions are difficult to infer for that human
intention is dynamic and implicit [163]. (4) It is challenging for a robot to generate NL execution requests. Execution issues related to task execution progress, human status, and robot knowledge gaps are hard to identify; appropriate NL questions covering execution issue description and solution querying are hard to generate [136]. Therefore, an NLexe system involving human cognitive process modeling, intelligent robot decision-making, autonomous robotic task execution, and human and robot physical capability consideration is in urgent need. As shown in Table 4, human-centered task execution and robot-centered task execution focus on different centers in NL-based interactive execution systems.

Table 4. Summary of NL-based interactive execution systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Human-Centered Task Execution</th>
<th>Robot-Centered Task Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Involvements</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human’s Job</td>
<td>cognitive burden</td>
<td>physical burden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot’s Job</td>
<td>physical burden</td>
<td>cognitive burden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Involvement</td>
<td>leader</td>
<td>assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot Involvements</td>
<td>assistant</td>
<td>leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>assembly, object grasping</td>
<td>daily assistance, industrial assembly, outdoor navigation, heavy object delivering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>accurate assistance</td>
<td>environment adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantages</td>
<td>high requirements on robot’ human activity</td>
<td>human cognitive burden is high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical References</td>
<td>[150–152,154,155]</td>
<td>[156–160,164,165]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. NL-Based Social Execution Systems

To make the NLexe system socially natural and acceptable, NL-based social execution systems were developed by involving human social norms in both communication and task executions, as shown in Figure 7. An NL-based social execution system uses NL not only in task execution but also appropriately communicates with human users as social norms are under consideration. In NLexe social execution systems, speech recognition, natural language understanding with extra knowledge, dialog management, natural language generation, and speech synthesis are all required to understand both user’s intention and social norms. The instruction format used in NLexe social execution systems is relatively more complex and based on an interactive conversation that contains logic correspondence and ambiguous descriptions that have implied referents. A robot needs to be accepted by a human, and it needs to understand what users say and react accordingly. Various users have different expressions which further increase the complexity. Different from NL-based interactive execution systems which merely consider task execution details, such as robot and human capabilities, working status, and task statuses—NL-based social execution systems consider social norms as well as execution details.
Figure 7. Typical NL-based social execution systems. (a,b) are NL-based social communication. A robot learned to nicely response to a human’s request, such as “drawing a picture on the paper” [166] and “stop until I touch you” [167]. (c,d) are NL-based social execution. A robot learned to use appropriate body language during its speaking, such as storytelling [168,169].

6.1. Typical NLexe System

According to application scenarios of using social norms, NL-based social execution systems are categorized into social communication systems and social execution systems.

6.1.1. NL-Based Social Communication Systems

To make human-robot communication information correct and social-norm appropriate for natural NLexe, NL-based social communication systems were designed, in which social NL expressions are used for facilitating communication. In this system, speech recognition, highly capable NL understanding, and generation are required, which brings the difficulties of exploiting commonsense knowledge to understand both human instructions and environmental conditions and also generating reasonable NL for a response. This system is mainly designed for socially acceptable robot execution with consideration of human emotions. Typical tasks include robots using friendly expressions like “please” to have a conversation with users. Capturing social norms from humans’ NL expressions was helpful in aspects, such as detecting human preferences in execution, specifying execution roles, such as “leader, follower, cooperator”, and increasing social acceptance. NL in social communications served as an information source, from which both the objective execution methods and the subjective human preferences were extracted.

Typical NL-based social communication systems include the following. (1) A receptionist robot increased its social acceptance in conference arrangements by using social dialogs with pleasant prosodic contours [170]. (2) Cooperative machine operations used social cues, such as a subtle head nod, perk ears, friendly NL feedback “let’s learn . . . , can you . . . , do task x . . . ,” to indicate human execution preferences, such as “please press the red button”, in task executions [171,172]. (3) Health-caregiving robots searched and delivered objects by considering user speech confidences, user safety, and user roles, such as “primary user, bystander” [173]. (4) Adapted unfamiliar users by using NL expressions with
fuzzy emotion statuses, such as “fuzzy happiness, sadness, or anger” [174]. (5) Modeled social NL communications in NLexe by defining human-robot relations, such as “love”, “friendship”, and “marriage” [175]. (6) A robotic doctor used friendly NL conversations to lead physiotherapy [43,176,177].

6.1.2. NL-Based Social Execution Systems

To make task executions social-norm appropriate for natural NLexe, NL-based social execution systems were designed, in which social NL expressions are used for facilitating executions. In this system, speech recognition, highly capable NL understanding, and environment understanding are required, which brings the difficulty of understanding implied user preferences in human NL and acting accordingly. This system is mainly designed to adapt a robot’s behaviors to the current environment based on human NL and improve their social acceptance. Typical tasks include robots slowing their speed when the environment is crowded with the reminding of NL. NL was used to indicate socially preferred executions for robots, enhancing robots’ understanding of social motivations behind task executions and further making robot executions socially acceptable.

With the NLexe systems, typical applications using NL-based social executions include the following. (1) A navigation robot autonomously modified its motion behaviors (stop, slower, faster) by considering human density (crowded, dense) with the reminding of human NL instructions (“go ahead to move”, “stop”) [178]. (2) A companion robot moved its head towards the human speaker according to a human’s NL tones [179]. (3) A storytelling robot told stories by mapping NL expressions with a human’s body motion behaviors to catch human attention [168,180]. (4) A bartender robot appropriately adjusted its serving orders in social manners, such as “serve customers one by one, notify the new-coming customers, proactively greet and serve, keep appropriate distance with customers”, according to business situations [181]. (5) By detecting emotion statuses, such as “angry, confused, happy, and impatient”, in human NL instructions, such as “left, right, forward, backward, down, and up”, a surgical robot autonomously adjusted camera positions to prevent harms to patients during surgical operation [182,183].

6.2. Open Problems

NL-based social communication and NL-based social execution focused on two different aspects of NLexe. To develop socially-intuitive NLexe systems, the two aspects need to be developed simultaneously. Even though the introduction of social norms in NLexe systems increased systems’ social acceptance in human-guided task execution, some open problems still exist, impeding performance improvements of NL-based social execution systems. (1) Social norms are too variable to be summarized. Different regions, countries, cultures, and races have different social norms. It is difficult to summarize representative norms from various social norms for supporting robot executions [168]. (2) Social norms are too implicit to technically learn. It is technically challenging to learn social norms from human behaviors [173]. (3) Last, social norms are currently non-evaluable. It is challenging to assess the correctness of social norms because there are no clear standards to judge the correctness of social norms. Different persons have different levels of social behavior acceptance and tolerance [171]. Detailed comparisons including the instruction manner and format, applications, and respective advantages among NL-based social execution systems are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Summary of NL-based social execution systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction Manner</th>
<th>NL-Based Social Communication</th>
<th>NL-Based Social Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Format</td>
<td>verbal physical</td>
<td>verbal physical execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>restaurant receptionist, health caregiving, industrial execution, human-robot cooperation</td>
<td>social distance maintenance, storytelling, social expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>more social acceptance, customized social expression development</td>
<td>respect human’s social preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantages</td>
<td></td>
<td>user safety consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>[170–174, 184, 185]</td>
<td>[178–182, 186, 187]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Methods and Realizations for Human Instruction Understanding

To support natural communications between robots and humans during task executions, the key technical challenges are the methods of human instruction understanding and system realization. With instruction understanding, robots extract task-related information from human instructions; with system realization, speech recognition systems are integrated into robotic systems to design NLexe systems.

7.1. Models for Human Instruction Understanding

An accurate understanding of human execution requests influences robot executions’ accuracy and intuitiveness. With recent decades’ developments, human instruction understanding has been developed from shallow-level literally request understanding to comprehensive-level interpretive request understanding. According to linguistic features involved in analyzing execution requests’ semantic meanings, the understanding models are mainly categorized into two types: literal understanding model and interpreted understanding model.

7.1.1. Literal Understanding Model

Literal understanding models for execution request understanding use literal linguistic features, such as words, Part-of-Speech (PoS), word dependencies, word references, and sentence syntax structures, which are explicitly mentioned in human NL expression modality. PoS is a common NLP technique that categorizes each word in the text as corresponding to a particular part of speech based on the definition of the word and the context around it. Word dependency indicates the semantic relation between words in a sentence, which is used to identify the inner logic of the sentence. Word reference is introduced to resolve coreferences for understanding pronoun references. Sentence syntax structures indicate the word order in a sentence like “subject + verb + object”, and are used to analyze the causal relations. According to literal linguistic features’ usage manners, literal understanding models are mainly categorized into predefined models, grammar models, and association models. For predefined models, symbolic literal linguistic features, such as keywords and PoS, are manually defined to model NL requests’ meanings, realizing an initial interactive information sharing and execution between humans and robots.

Feature usage manners of predefinition models include the following. (1) Used keywords as triggers to identify task-related targets, such as ‘book, person’ [188]. (2) Used PoS tags, such as ‘verb, the noun’ to disambiguate word meanings, such as book (verb: reading materials; v: buying tickets) in polysemy situations [189]. (3) Used features, such as ‘red color’ to improve robot understanding accuracy in identifying human-desired objects, such as ‘apple’ [190]. For grammar models, grammar patterns, such as execution procedure ‘V(go) + NN(Hallway), V(grasp) + NN(cup)’, logic relation ‘if(door open), then(turn right)’, and spatial relation ‘cup IN room’, were manually defined to model NL requests’ meanings, realizing a relatively improved robot adaptability towards various human NL expressions.
Feature usage manners of grammar models include the following. (1) Using action-object relations to define robot grasping methods, such as ‘grasp(cup)’ [191]. (2) Using action-location relations to describe robot navigation behaviors, such as ‘go(Hallway), open(door), turn right (stairs)’ [22]. (3) Using logic relations to define execution preconditions, such as ‘if (door open), then (turn right)’ [192]. (4) Using spatial relation to give execution suggestions, such as ‘(cup)CloseTo(plate)’ for a robot [39].

For association models, semantic meanings, such as empirical explanations ‘beverage: juice’, quantitative dynamic values, such as ‘1 m/s’ for NL expressions, such as ‘quickly, slowly’, and execution parameters, such as ‘driller, upper-left corner’ were manually defined for specifying NL expressions, such as ‘drill a hole’ [6], scaling up robot knowledge and further improving robot cognition levels. Typical feature usage manners of association models include the following. (1) Using probabilistic correlations, such as ‘beverage-juice (probability 0.7)’ to recommend empirical explanation for disambiguating human NL requests, such as ‘delivery a beverage’ [151]. (2) Using quantitative dynamic values to translate subjective NL expressions ‘quickly, slowly’ to sensor measurable values, such as ‘0.5–1 m/s’ [193].

7.1.2. Interpreted Understanding Model

Interpreted understanding models for execution request understanding use implicitly interpreted linguistic features, which are not explicitly mentioned in human NL modality while are implicitly indicated by NL expressions. According to interpreted features’ usage manners, interpreted understanding models are mainly categorized into single-modality models and multi-modality models.

In a single-modality model, interpreted linguistic features are only from the NL information modality. Implicit expressions, such as indicated objects/locations and commonsense-based logic, are inferred from explicit NL expressions for enriching information in human NL commands. Typical interpreted linguistic features include object function interpretations, such as ‘cup: containing liquid’, human fact interpretations, such as ‘preferred action, head motion’, and environment context interpretations, such as ‘elevator (at right side)’. Typical feature usage manners of single-modality models include the following. (1) Combined explicitly-mentioned execution goals, such as ‘drill, clean’, with implicitly-mentioned execution details, such as ‘drill: tool: driller. Action: move down, sweep, move up. Precondition: hole does not exist’, to specify human-instructed abstract plans as robot-executable plans [44]. (2) Combined explicitly-mentioned human NL requests, such as ‘take’, with human physical statuses, such as ‘human torso pose’, to understand human visual perspective, such as ‘gazed cup’ [122].

In a multi-modality model, interpreted linguistic features are from other modalities, such as vision modality, motion modality, tactile modality as well as NL modality. Mutual correlations among modalities enrich and confirm the information embedded in human NL commands. Typical interpreted linguistic features include human tactile indication (tactile modality), human hand/body pose (vision modality and motion dynamics modality), and environmental conditions (environment context modality). Typical feature usage manners include the following. (1) Combined human NL expression ‘person’ with real-time RFID sensor values to identify individual identities [194]. (2) Combined explicitly-mentioned human NL requests, such as ‘take’, with human physical statuses, such as ‘human torso pose’, to understand human visual perspective, such as ‘gazed cup’ [122]. (3) Combined NL expressions, such as ‘very good’, with facial expressions, such as ‘happy’, to enable a social human-robot interaction [170]. (4) Combined NL commands, such as ‘manipulate the screw on the table’, with visual cues, such as ‘screw color’, to perform cooperative object manipulation tasks [195].

7.1.3. Model Discussion

For literal models, they are good at scenarios with simple execution procedures and clear work assignments, such as robot arm control and robot pose control. For interpreted
models, they are good at scenarios involving daily commonsense, human cognitive logics, and rich domain information, such as object physical property assisted object searching, intuitive machine-executable plan generation, vision-verbal-motion-supported object delivery, etc. However, a literal model relies on a large amount of training data to define correlations between NL expressions and practical execution details. Learning these correlations is time-consuming and labor-intensive. An interpreted model’s performance is limited by robot cognition levels and data fusion algorithms. Ref. [196] discussed the synergies between human knowledge and learnable knowledge, providing insights into the natural language model learning process.

7.2. System Realizations
7.2.1. NLP Techniques

Natural instruction understanding during NLexe is supported by NLP methods which build computational models for modeling semantic meanings of execution requests, NLP software libraries which are software tools for realizing NLP methods, and NLP dictionaries which provide NL vocabulary for supporting NLP methods. Usually, it has two phases: Preprocessing and modeling, which brings difficulties with noise reduction and semantic understanding. An NLP system aims to analyze texts’ structure and understand natural language in multiple scenarios.

To be passed to an NLP model, data must be preprocessed to a standardized form. Commonly used preprocessing methods include (1) lemmatization, which groups together different inflected-form words, such as “belief, believing, believe, beliefs” into one word “belief”, (2) stemming, which removes affixes, such as “es” from a word, such as “believes”, and remains only the stem “believe”, (3) noise removal, which replaces incorrect words, such as “goooooood”, to a correct word, such as “good”, indexed in a dictionary, and (4) tokenization, which is then used to divide NL requests into separate sentences and words. Preprocessing techniques should be carefully applied for datasets with different topics or noisy levels.

Multiple traditional machine learning models are used for NLP tasks, and the current trending method is a deep neural network model. Since Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and more particularly long-short-term memory (LSTM) have been introduced [197], such neural architectures perform well for sequential data like text. More recently, a novel transformer network based on an attention mechanism was proposed with better performance in various tasks and faster training speed [198]. Pretrained word embedding models based on the transformer, like BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) have been developed for general NLP tasks and are fine-tuned to get state-of-the-art results in a wide range of tasks [199].

Typical NLP applications involved in NL request understanding include the following [200–202]. (1) Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging and Chunk extraction, which labels words by PoS tags and extracts short phrases, such as [(‘the’, ‘DT’), (‘book’, ‘NN’)], from a part-of-speech tagged sentence. (2) Named entity extraction, which extracts the words referring to real-world objects, such as “person, organization, location”. (3) Relation extraction, which extracts semantic relations such a “Beijing in China” among named entities. (4) Sentiment analysis, which analyzes positive and negative sentiments contained in human NL expressions, such as “Positive: your grasping is really good, robot. Negative: This grasping is really terrible”.

Other techniques are used to examine the similarity of texts to check if two pieces of texts have the same meaning, including synset level similarity calculation, which measures similarities between two synsets [203], such as “cookbook, instruction book”. and sentence level similarity calculation, which measures semantic meaning similarities between two sentences, such as “Deliver me a cup of water” and “please prepare me a cup of water.”

Typical NL software libraries for analyzing NL’s meaning in NLexe include Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [200], Standford CoreNLP [204], Apache OpenNLP [205], Apache Lucene [206], GATE [207], and spaCy [208]. Typical NLP dictionaries for supporting NLP
in NLexe include WordNet [203], ConceptNet5 [209], CMU Pronouncing Dictionary of American English [210], MRC Psycholinguistic Database [211], Word Frequency Data: Corpus of contemporary American English [212], CSLI The Verb Semantics Ontology Project [213], Leiden Weibo Corpus [214], and Spanish FrameNet [215].

7.2.2. Speech Recognition Systems

To finally realize human NL request understanding in practical human-guided task execution, speech recognition systems, such as DARE recognizer [216], HTK [217], Loquendo-ASR [167], CMU Sphinx [218], Kaldi [219], Julius [220], iATROS [221], and AWTH ASR [222], are involved in translating speech into text for further NLP analysis.

A typical speech recognition system receives audio signals from sensors and outputs a series of words that were spoken. A conventional system usually consists of several independently learned components: (1) A lexicon (pronunciation model) describes how each word is pronounced phonetically. Constructing a lexicon involves a selection of desired words that cover most of the scenarios. This linguistic resource will be used in the lexical decoding step of the speech recognition process for the mapping between words and phoneme models. Recent research also achieved lexicon-free speech recognition by mapping acoustic input to characters via neural networks [223]. (2) A previously trained acoustic model represents mappings between audio signals and phonemes and predicts which phoneme is being spoken. Many acoustic models were built based on the Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), or Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). (3) A language model describes word sequences. Statistical language models like N-grams make predictions of a word given the N-1 previous ones, while neural language models are based on neural networks and each word context (previous and next words). Both are trained on large text corpora. Neural networks use vector representation of words and their context called embeddings. A novel end-to-end speech recognition method without requiring an intermediate phonetic representation has also been proposed, which directly maps a sequence of audio signals into a sequence of words [224]. DNN-based speech recognition systems like [225–227] have dramatically improved the recognition accuracy and provided great prospects in the NLexe scenario.

To enable robots to the surrounding environment perceiving during NL communications, typical sensors were used as follows. (1) Human-speech-receiving sensors, such as microphones and Arduino-supported sound-detecting sensors, were used to translate human speech into text [228]. (2) Robot-speech-sending sensors, such as speakers, were used to speak out robot requests [228]. (3) Human-activity-monitoring sensors, such as RGB camera [229], RGB-depth camera [230], RFID sensors [14], tactile sensors [79], and motion tracking systems [231], were used to recognize human activities and to predict human intentions. (4) Environment perceiving sensors, such as temperature sensor [232], humidity sensor [232], sound intensity sensor [71], and distance sensor [71], were used to monitor a robot’s surrounding environments.

In a real-world scenario, a speech recognition system will not have an ideal condition to handle various situations. Some aspects of the system are affected by factors such as noisy environment, sensor malfunction, and recognition error. Thus, the robust design of a system is essential. Recent speech recognition models utilizing neural networks are sensitive to unknown noisy conditions, and researches were conducted to solve this problem. The aurora-2 dataset is one of the speech recognition datasets with artificially added noise signals designed to help systems handle noisy environments [233]. Another research introduced a novel method using electroencephalography (EEG) to overcome performance loss in the presence of noise [234]. Because of the noise signal and sensor malfunction, recognition error is inevitable, so techniques were applied to handle data uncertainty. A novel model referred to as the Neutrosophic Convolutional Neural Network (NCNN) [235] was proposed to solve uncertainty handling. Another method is to detect and correct such errors automatically, and typical techniques using word error rate as metric were summarized in [236]. A novel approach explicitly corrects those errors by training a
spelling correction model [237]. From our perspective, future research could lead to a more advanced error tolerance system for promising development in human-robot interaction.

To realize a human-robot interaction via NL, a dialog management system takes input from speech recognition and human instruction understanding and exploits an external knowledge base to control the dialog flow. The process of dialog management includes two major challenges: Dialog modeling which keeps track of the current state of the dialog and Dialog Control which decides the next action of a system. A conversation objective is typically confirmed for a robot with a specific target and grounding is important to establish a shared understanding of the conversation scope. The user intent is then identified using the current user input and dialog state. A traditional dialog management method is handcrafted to have finite states where a rigid set of rules and transitions between states are predefined [238]. Furthermore, probabilistic models learn what to say next in a conversation by modeling real conversation data, and they are commonly used to realize a novel dialog management system [239]. In the NLexe scenario, a dialog management system is used to further improve the robustness of such a system in multiple aspects, such as (1) A robot learns simple board games like Connect Four from demonstrations using dialog management [240] and (2) services robots utilizing a friendly user interface and dialog management system to help older people [241].

7.2.3. Evaluations

To testify to the ability of an NLexe system, the same evaluation metric and baseline should be used. All the systems must deal with the same problem to ensure a fair comparison. The systems are evaluated in multiple phases including speech recognition, intent recognition, and task execution.

For speech recognition, current standard metrics are word error rate (WER) and sentence error rate (SER). Novel metrics for specific tasks are also proposed, such as using intuitive labels from human subjects and replacing human annotations with a machine-learning algorithm to evaluate voice search tasks [242]. Common datasets for speech recognition tasks include Switchboard Hub 500 [243], Fisher [244], and LibriSpeech [245], which consist of read English speech and text. Recent approaches combine multiple corpora to build a more robust system [226,246].

Intent recognition is vital to any task-oriented system. In the NLexe system, it mainly focuses on using human NL obtained from speech recognition to analyze the intention of a user. Datasets like SNIPS Natural Language Understanding benchmark (SNIPS-NLU) [247] and Spoken Language Understanding Resource Package (SLURP) [248] are used for benchmarking voice assistants and human-robot conversations. Simple datasets like the Airline Travel Information System (ATIS) are also used to build compact models for method verification.

Task execution evaluation methods vary according to the task a robot is designed to do. Ref. [249] provided a comprehensive review of HRI metrics in various task setups including navigation, management, manipulation, and social interaction. In addition, a user’s subjective evaluation of NLP accuracy and naturalness is used to judge a system’s performance. Objective robot performance improvement is another metric to decide whether a system is improved after introducing NL instructions.

For a human-robot interaction system, user studies should be conducted to provide training/test data or to evaluate a system. Multiple approaches are used to conduct a user study, including a crowdsourcing platform, online questionnaire, in-person volunteer interview, or interaction. Crowdsourcing currently involves using the internet to attract participants to achieve a cumulative result, and it has been widely used for human intrinsic tasks in human-robot interaction. The popular platform includes Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [250] and gMission [251]. In-person volunteer interaction or public interaction is usually useful for observing the interaction process between robot and human, which is critical for social robot development as human users’ reactions to a robot’s behavior are collected and then analyzed. User study also may have drawbacks since individual
behavior is unpredictable and have a negative effect on a system, so the data from user study should be carefully preprocessed to exploit the result.

8. Emerging Trends of NLexe

NLexe has been developed to improve the effectiveness and naturalness of human-guided task executions. Due to the limitations of NLexe-related techniques, such as NLP, machine learning and robot design, NLexe performances in dealing with complex tasks, various users, and dynamic/unstructured environments still need to be improved. Recent transformer-based models for NLP have high flexibility in representing connections between words in a sequence and sentences in a document. Different pre-trained models were proposed to be fine-tuned and get state-of-the-art results in major NLP tasks [199,252]. A model figures out user intent with higher accuracy by fine-tuning these pre-trained models with specific task targets. For example, by fine-tuning a BERT model for named entity recognition (NER) task combined with a DCNN model, a robot understands what object a user is referred to [253]. Hence the comprehensive understanding of human instruction in different situations becomes possible [254]. And smaller models with the same level of performance are developed, so a robot with low energy consumption can use these novel techniques [255]. GPT-3 model shows great performance in natural language generation tasks as it is used to generate human-like language to improve social acceptance of a robot [256]. Based on our comprehensive review, the future trends for future NLexe research are summarized as follows.

8.1. Robot Knowledge Scalability

Scaling up robot knowledge to support robot decision-making is a critical issue in NLexe. On the one hand, to understand human NL instructions, plan tasks, or fill up the knowledge gaps, the effective knowledge scaling-up capability is needed to accurately learn a large amount of knowledge. On the other hand, the time and labor costs are expected to be reduced. Currently, the knowledge-scaling-up research goes in two directions: existed-knowledge exploitation, and new-knowledge exploration. In existed-knowledge exploitation, the abstract meanings of existing knowledge are summarized at a high level to increase knowledge interchangeability, making one type of knowledge useful in other similar scenarios. Pretrained models showed an ability to learn from a long article and catch the key point; thus are used to generate a large amount of knowledge for robot execution in real-time [257].

The new-knowledge exploration includes human-based methods, which query human users for new knowledge, and the big-data-based method, which is an automatic and low-cost information retrieval method that extracts knowledge from information sources, such as the World Wide Web [258], books [259], machine operation log files [260], and videos [261]. Typically, robot applications related to learning knowledge from the web include: (1) kitchen cooking robots by learning ontologies, such as manipulation poses, object involvements, and sequential action involvements, from Wikipedia and wikiHow [151,262,263]; (2) indoor object searching and delivery by learning statistical object-location correlations from general Word Wide Web pages [258]; (3) Human-centered assistive robots by learning human-involved 3D indoor scenes from 3D modeling websites, such as 3D warehouse [264].

It is promising to teach a robot to learn NLexe from the web since the information is rich and knowledgeable making the learning method efficient and cheap. In the meantime, the information is required to be reliable for robots to learn otherwise issues may arise in sensible domains. From our perspective, future research could be developing state-of-the-art NLP techniques, advanced learning algorithms, and information retrieval methods for a robot to learn related knowledge from information sources, which could be the World Wide Web (WWW), human verbal communication, other robot instructions, or tutorial handbooks. As high-quality knowledge sources are available with low access costs, robot commonsense development becomes feasible and low-cost. Knowledge learning
is a critically needed research direction for NL-supported human-robot interaction. The potential applications could be commonsense-supported robot assistance in the surgical operation room, manufacturing workshop, and indoor places.

8.2. Robot Adaptability

Weak robot adaptability is typically caused by the ignorance of execution importance, based on which the execution priority is made, and execution interchangeability modeling, based on which the execution flexibility is made. Different users with the same intention may have different language expressions, so word embedding like BERT provides a solution that similar words are resolved and identified correctly [265]. To increase robot adaptability, new research was launched to model the human cognition process [44,266], which aimed to explore humans’ decision-making mechanisms for modeling robot execution priority and flexibility. For execution priority, not all executions are essential for execution success. For example, in the task “assembly”, the procedure “clean the place” is much less important than the procedure “install the screw”. For achieving interchangeability, a tool request “deliver me a brush” does not necessarily mean the involvement of a specific tool “brush”, but instead means a practical purpose “cleaning the surface” [6]. By knowing these meanings, the execution plans are flexibly changed by ignoring the trivial execution procedures, focusing on the important procedures, and replacing the unavailable tools with the other available similar-function tools.

Current methods focus on exploring object affordances (object-action correlation) [267], and lacking in-depth interpretations of task execution. In the future, NLexe research could be methods that interpret robot executions from a human perspective, improving robot adaptability in unstructured environments and unfamiliar human users. The most important research is enabling robot adaptability in new situations based on available sensing and motion capability. The potential research could be knowledge transfer supported environment and task adaptation, in scenarios such as manipulating different-geometry objects and navigation in different building clusters.

8.3. Failure Learning

Sub-step execution failures cause unnatural task executions or even task failures. The learning-from-failure mechanism has been implemented in computer science for algorithm efficiency improvement [268], and in material science for new material discovery [269]. NLG model produced a description of problems or predefined error messages telling users what failures have happened and asking for help or clarification. Then by combining the error message and human advice, the solution is provided by users through natural language understanding [270]. By exploring useful information from failure experiences, robot capability could be improved to avoid similar failures in the future. In NLexe, learning from failure could be done by using NL to query humans and instruct a robot in both vogue NL question “help me” or detailed NL question “Please hand me the black table leg that is on the white table” [271].

Therefore, in NLexe, learning from failure is also a promising research direction. From our perspective, the potential research problems could be in-depth failure cause analysis, concise NL failure explaining to a human, and proactive knowledge updating methods for recovering from the failures. Explaining the failure and self-diagnosis of the failure could be a critically needed research direction. The research can enable quick robot performance improvement; it also can enhance the trust between robots and humans, where the robot status needs to be monitored and corrected in a timely manner.

8.4. Versatility and Transparency

Robot behavior under NL instructions should be versatile and transparent in NLexe. Being versatile brings the ability to perform multiple tasks in a dynamic environment. Being transparent brings the ability to explain why an action is performed, which increases human trust. Currently, understanding user intent and generating human-like language
are two main directions for HRI. The mainstream method in NLP for both tasks is transfer learning, which is to train a relatively sizeable generic model and fine-tune it to fit in tasks. State-of-the-art generative model GPT-3 trains a large generic model using numerous amounts of data. With no hint given, the model still performs well in most scenarios, which proves that generic models have the same or better performance than specified models citep{brown2020language}. Current methods usually train a specified model for each task environment and lacking flexibility. From our perspective, developing a general model for language understanding and generation using a pre-trained model and reinforcement learning with augmented data is a promising research direction.

In NLexe, robot executions are based on NL instructions, and robots combine task information and execution progress to reply to the user. Therefore, an intermediate level is required, which allows the fusion of multi-source information and transparency of execution logic. Unlike a chatbot using a sequence-to-sequence model, separating understanding and generation models and using reinforcement learning for better transparency is promising in NLexe. Research using reinforcement learning was launched to improve both the language understanding and generation process when interacting with human users [272,273]. With a dedicated reward set, RL enables a robot with better performance and versatility. And methods were proposed to achieve interpretable reinforcement learning for generic robotic planning [274]. Babyai++ [275,276] presented reinforcement learning used in grounded-language learning. Therefore, it is promising to use reinforcement learning in understanding and generation models to improve versatility and transparency since a multi-purpose robot reduces the cost and improves the execution process. Future research could be general language models for instruction understanding, task execution in various environments, interpretable planning, and execution process, which significantly increase human trust in robot execution.

9. Conclusions

This review summarized the state-of-the-art natural-language-instructed robot execution (NLexe) systems. With an in-depth analysis of research motivations, system categories, technique supports, and emerging research trends, NLexe systems, which use NL to improve the accuracy and intuitiveness of human-guided robot executions, were summarized comprehensively.

For development motivations, NLexe’s rapid development was summarized as the pushing results of both NLP developments and robot execution developments. NLP was for interactively sharing information during task execution. Robot execution was for physically executing tasks instructed by human NL.

For system design, according to robot cognition levels, NLexe systems were categorized into four main types: NL-based execution control systems, NL-based execution training systems, NL-based interactive execution systems, and NL-based social execution systems. NL-based execution control systems were mainly used to replace hands in the operations of robotic arms and navigation robots. NL-based execution training systems were mainly used to scale up robot knowledge by using NL to transfer human execution experiences in object manipulation, outdoor navigation, and industrial assembly, to robots. NL-based interactive execution systems were designed to practically guide robot executions with both interactive knowledge sharing and interactive physical executions in real-world situations. NL-based social execution systems were designed to make NLexe socially natural and acceptable. Humans’ social norms in both communication and task executions are considered in human-guided task executions.

In the future, NLexe systems could be developed in directions introduced in “Emerging trends of NLexe”. At a high level, robot knowledge scale, learning capability, environment understanding levels, and self-proficiency-evaluation capability will be improved in future NLexe research. NLexe systems will be developed toward human-guided task execution with more natural communications and more intuitive executions.
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